Face completion aims to generate semantically new pixels for missing facial components. It is a challenging generative task due to large variations of face appearance. This paper studies generative face completion under structured occlusions. We treat the face completion and corruption as disentangling and fusing processes of clean faces and occlusions, and propose a jointly disentangling and fusing Generative Adversarial Network (DF-GAN). First, three domains are constructed, corresponding to the distributions of occluded faces, clean faces and structured occlusions. The disentangling and fusing processes are formulated as the transformations between the three domains. Then the disentangling and fusing networks are built to learn the transformations from unpaired data, where the encoderdecoder structure is adopted and allows DF-GAN to simulate structure occlusions by modifying the latent representations. Finally, the disentangling and fusing processes are unified into a dual learning framework along with an adversarial strategy. The proposed method is evaluated on Meshface verification problem. Experimental results on four Meshface databases demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed method for the face completion under structured occlusions.
Introduction
Face completion [14] refers to the task of filling the missing or occluded regions with semantically consistent contents in face images. Since face images have large appearance variations and possess high-level identity information, this task is more difficult than traditional image completion [1, 9, 2, 3, 6] which pays more attention to visually effects. Face completion is quite helpful for a wide spectrum of downstream applications, such as face alignment [33] and face verification [32] . However, recovering a clean face from an occluded one is an ill-posed or under-defined problem where many clean images may correspond to one occluded input. Therefore, face completion remains a challenge in computer vision.
There have been several attempts for face completion, however, they usually focus on addressing general image completion. Existing image completion methods can be broadly categorized into three groups. The first one is based on prior knowledge of images such as smoothness [1] or low rank [9, 29] , which is useful to fill small missing or some less-textured regions. However, these prior assumptions are hard to satisfy if the missing regions contain complicated textures. The second group adopts a copy-andpaste strategy [2, 3, 6] that searches the most similar patch in the known regions of the image [2] or an extra database [6] , and then pastes it into the missing areas. Although the copy-and-paste based methods are simple and efficient, it cannot work well when the missing areas are not well represented by any images in the external database. Recently, learning based methods have achieved promising results [15, 20, 30, 28, 14, 11] , where a learnable model such as a neural network is trained on a training set. Inference is conducted to fill the missing regions after the model is well trained. Although some learning based methods have been proposed to address different types of missing regions, most of them utilize the known parts of the occluded images but rarely consider the structure of the occlusions. Besides, all these works require the availability of paired samples. However, it is difficult to simultaneously collect the occluded images and their corresponding clean images in some real application scenarios. This paper focuses on the face completion problem with structured occlusions and explicitly models the structured occlusions to boost performance. We propose a simultaneously disentangling and fusing Generative Adversarial Network (DF-GAN) for jointly face completion and occlusions modeling without requiring the paired face images for train- Figure 1 . The framework of our proposed DF-GAN. It consists of two generators: G and F , and three domain-specific discriminators DX , DY , DZ . For a real MeshFace AX in domain X, G transforms AX into a fake clean face AXY in domain Y and a fake mesh AXZ in domain Z. Then AXY and AXZ are transformed back to domain X and reconstructÂX by F . Similarly, a real clean face BY and mesh BZ are fed into F to synthesize a fake MeshFace BY Z−X in domain X that is employed to reconstructBY andBZ by G.
ing (as shown in Figure 1 ). Different from previous methods that view image completion as a missing region filling problem, the face completion and corruption are treated as disentangling and fusing processes of clean faces and occlusions in our model. Specifically, three domains are firstly constructed, corresponding to the distributions of occluded faces, clean faces and structured occlusions. Then, the disentangling and fusing networks are created to learn the transformations between the three domains. In disentangling network, an occluded face is encoded to the disentangled representations by an encoder, and two decoders then generate the corresponding clean face and occlusion respectively. For any samples in the domains of clean faces and occlusions, the fusing network simply concatenates their latent representations and then synthesizes the corresponding occluded face. The disentangling and fusing processes can be unified into a dual learning framework, which allows images to be transferred from one domain to another. Finally, three domain-specific discriminators are imposed to compete with generators, which are trained by an adversarial strategy. Our DF-GAN is evaluated on Meshface verification problem [32, 33] , where MeshFace refers to a type of face images occluded by random mesh-like occlusions that have been widely used to protect private information from abusing [32, 33] . Experimental results on four Meshface databases demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed method for the face completion under structured occlusions. The main contributions of this paper are: 1) We propose a novel view of face completion where completion and corruption are treated as disentangling and fusing processes of clean faces and occlusions. These processes are formulated as the transformations between three domains.
2) In contrast to existing face completion methods that rarely consider the structure of occlusions, our method explicitly models the structured occlusions. We create the disentangling network and fusing network that adopt an encoder-decoder structure to learn representations of the three domains, which allows simulating structure occlusions by modifying the latent representations.
3) Without requiring the paired face images for training, we unify the face completion and corruption into a dual learning framework, which is effective to deal with unpaired data. Quantitative and visual evaluations on both controlled and in-the-wild databases demonstrate the effectiveness of DF-GAN for the face completion under structured occlusions.
Related Work
Since our method is related to GAN and image completion, the relevant works are briefly reviewed. Generative Adversarial Network. Goodfellow et al. [4] proposed Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) to learn a generative model by an adversarial process. It consists of a generator and a discriminator, which are alternatively trained in a minimax two-player game. GAN has been improved with a deeper convolutional architecture (DCGAN) by Radford et al. [22] . Additionally, the conditional version of GAN (cGAN) [19] was introduced, which is able to generate images under an image, a class label or landmarks. To deal with unpair data, CycleGAN [34] , DualGAN [31] and DiscoGAN [12] were proposed to learn image-to-image translation from a source domain to a target domain. However, without considering the structure of faces and occlusions, they can not be applied well to face completion. Image completion. Massive algorithms have been proposed to deal with image completion, including prior knowledge based methods [1, 9, 8] , copy-and-paste based methods [2, 3, 6] and learning based methods [27, 23, 15, 20, 30, 28, 14, 11] . An early completion method [9] exploits the low-rank structure in natural images and translates the image completion problem as an optimization of matrix completion, which is effective to small and homogeneous regions. The copy-and-paste based method is computationally efficient, which searches the most similar patch in a single image [2] or an external database [6] . However, it is more likely to fail when the similar patch cannot be found in the extra database. The learning based methods, especially for deep learning, spring up and have produced compelling visual results. Phatak et.al [20] proposed the Context Encoders, which is an encoder-decoder structure and trained with L2 and adversarial losses between the predicted and real missing regions. A high-resolution image inpainting method was proposed by Yang et al. [28] , where they design a content network and a textural network to learn global structure and local texture simultaneously. Two most relevant works to face completion are [14, 30] . [14] utilizes two adversarial losses to ensure the local-global contents consistency and introduces a semantic parsing network to preserve the semantic information. [30] proposed a manifold search method, where the closest mapping on the latent manifold is found and the missing content is reconstructed by a generative model. However, most of the existing methods mentioned above rarely consider the structure of occlusions. Furthermore, they almost resort to paired face images for training.
The Proposed Method
In this section, we aim to address the issue of face completion under structured occlusions. As shown in Figure 1 , our method contains three parts: 1) the disentangling network G; 2) the fusing network F ; 3) three domain-specific discriminative networks D X , D Y and D Z .
The disentangling network G and the fusing network F can be seen as two generators to accomplish a dual task. To separate clean faces from occlusions, the generator G achieves a transformation from domain X to domain Y and domain Z, i.e., X → Y, Z. The generator F performs a reverse task, which fuses samples in domain Y and domain Z to synthesize occluded faces, i.e., Y, Z → X. G and F compose a closed loop, which is addressed by dual learning [7] . DF-GAN incorporates three domain-specific discriminative networks D X , D Y and D Z , which are the key to capturing the distributions of real data in three domains.
In the following sub-sections, the three components are described in detail. Then we derive the adversarial framework of DF-GAN.
The Disentangling Network
The disentangling network G imposes an exclusiveness constraint on latent space to separate clean faces from occlusions in MeshFaces. The detailed structure of G is shown in Figure 1 , which consists of one encoder and two decoders. The encoder G Enc maps the input occluded face x to a latent representation, i.e., G Enc (x). According to the exclusiveness constraint, the latent space is factorized into two parts G Enc|Y (x), G Enc|Z (x) for the clean face and the occlusion respectively. It requires that the representations of G Enc|Y (x) and G Enc|Z (x) shall be exclusively captured and not interweave with each other. To complete the transformation to domain Y and domain Z, two decoders G Dec−Y , G Dec−Z generate the corresponding clean faceŷ and occlusionẑ. The separated clean face from oc-
where
The Fusing Network
The objectives of the fusing network F are twofold: 1) learn domain-specific representations for domain Y and domain Z respectively, and 2) fuse clean faces and occlusions to synthesize corresponding occluded face in domain X. As opposed to G, the generator F contains two encoders F Enc−Y , F Enc−Z and one decoder F Dec . Since our method fuses clean faces and occlusions in latent space instead of high-dimension pixel space, clean face y and occlusion z are firstly mapped to their latent representations F Enc−Y (y), F Enc−Z (z) by the two encoders respectively. To transfer back to the domain X, the decoder fuses their representations and generates the corresponding occluded facex. The encoder-decoder structure provides a convenient way to control the synthetic occluded faces. We can directly perform simple arithmetic operations in latent space to generate different occlusions. The synthetic image by the fusing generator F = {F Enc−Y , F Enc−Z , F Dec } is defined as following:
Wherex is the occluded image generated by F in domain X. We simply concatenate the latent representations of clean face and occlusion in our implementation.
The Domain-specific Discriminative Networks
Three domain-specific discriminators {D X , D Y , D Z } aim to incorporate priors about the structure of clean faces and occlusions. Different from DR-GAN [24] that resorts to the paired one-to-one label (identity and pose are required for each image) to disentangle attribute (pose) in feature space, our model has no such paired data to decouple features. Thus, the naive combination of disentangling network and fusing network by dual learning is insufficient. In contrast, it is easy for person to separate clean faces from occlusions without the pairwise correspondence by exploiting some priors. To incorporate such priors into our model, we design three domain-specific discriminators to judge whether the generators have learned the priors. If the discriminators fail to distinguish between the real sample and the generated ones, the generators have successfully learned such priors of faces and occlusions. Therefore, three discriminators implicitly facilitate the disentangled representations of clean faces and occlusions in latent space.
Adversarial Training
We construct an adversarial game between the generators and the discriminators. Specifically, the generators attempt to generate samples as real as possible to fool the discriminators, while the discriminators are trained to distinguish between the real samples x, y, z and the generated onesx,ŷ,ẑ. Formally, three domains X, Y and Z are constructed corresponding to the occluded faces, clean faces and occlusions, where the discriminators {D X , D Y , D Z } for each domain are imposed to learn the priors about the structure of faces and occlusions. To learn the disentangled features and the transformation from domain X to domain Y and domain Z, the disentangling network G is created. In addition, the fusing network F , as a dual task, achieves the fusion of domain Y and domain Z, and synthesizes the occluded faces. Three discriminators learn to differentiate real images from the synthesized ones on each domain, while two generators G, F try to generate realistic visual images by minimizing the discriminators' chance of correctly telling apart the sample source. Following the original GAN [4] that optimizes over binary probability distance, the objective of the adversarial framework is thus written as:
(3) Where P data (x), P data (y), P data (z) denote the true data distributions of the three domains, respectively.ŷ,ẑ are the synthesized clean face and occlusion by G in domain Y and domain Z as in Eq. (1) In our model, the disentangling generator and the fusing generator compose a closed loop. Inspired by dual learning [7] , we extend the cycle loss on two domains [34, 31, 12] to three domains, which is effective to deal with unpaired data. Mathematically, the cycle consistency loss on three domains is written as:
Where L cyc (G, F ) ensures the consistency of domain transformation.
To sum up, the goal of our approach is to optimize the following loss function:
Where λ is the trade-off parameter. The optimization of the generators and the discriminators is conducted in an alternatively two-player min-max game manner.
Experiments
In this section, the proposed DF-GAN is evaluated on four MeshFace datasets, including three datasets under controlled conditions and one dataset in the wild. MeshFace is often corrupted by mesh-like occlusions that have random position, width and transparency [32, 33] 
Datasets and Protocols
The AR face database [17] . It contains over 4,000 color images of 126 people. Each people has several frontal view faces with different facial expressions, lighting conditions and occlusions. In addition, 130 landmarks for each people are provided. In our experiments, the frontal faces without occlusions but with landmarks are selected. Finally, we obtain 112 people with 895 face images including 56 people for training and 56 people for testing.
The CMU MultiPIE face database [5] . This dataset is the largest database for evaluating face recognition under different poses, illumination conditions and expressions. Moreover, MultiPIE provides 68 landmarks for each image. We select images with frontal view and balanced illumination in our experiment, resulting in 337 subjects with 2,403 images. The first 100 subjects are for testing and the rest 237 for training.
The Color FERET database [21] . Images on the Color FERET database are taken under controlled condition. The database contains images of 1,199 different individuals with different poses. People with 'fa' and 'fb' frontal images are chosen for our experiment, which results in 966 subjects. We split the database into a training set of 666 subjects and a testing set of 300 subjects.
The LFW face database [10] : Besides face images under controlled conditions, our model is also evaluated in the wild. In our experiment, we train on CelebA dataset [16] and test on LFW dataset [10] . CelebA dataset consists of 202,559 celebrity face images. Each image is annotated with 5 landmarks. LFW dataset is a standard test set for verification in unconstrained conditions, which contains 13,233 images of 5,749 people. Following the verification protocol [10] , 6,000 face pairs with 3,000 positive pairs and 3,000 negative pairs are provided to evaluate our model.
Baselines and Implementation Details
Since large scale MeshFace images are difficult to obtain, we follow [32] to generate the MeshFace images by adding random patterns to clean faces. Firstly, the completely random binary patterns are synthesized with differently random magnitudes and phases. Then, Gaussian filtering is adopted to smooth the binary patterns to get mesh images, which is corresponding to domain Z in our method. Finally, the mesh is added to the clean face to generate MeshFace x with the following formula:
Where M is the mesh image in domain Z and y is the clean face. The parameter β controls the transparency of occlusions. Similar to [32] , each clean face is used to synthesize 30 totally random MeshFaces on the AR, MultiPIE and Color FERET databases. Due to memory limitations, we only synthesize one random MeshFace for each clean face on CelebA and LFW databases. In the testing phase, the frontal view and neutral expression face of each individual is selected as a gallery set and the rest faces are used as a probe set on the AR, Multi-PIE and Color FERET datasets. One image of each pair on LFW is randomly chosen and corrupted as a MeshFace. The face verification performance between the gallery set and recovered faces is compared through visual and quantitative analysis. We utilize TPR@FPR=1% (true positive rate when false positive rate is 1%), TPR@FPR=0.1% and TPR@FPR=0.01% as evaluation criteria of face verification. The PSNR [dB] and SSIM [25] are also reported to evaluate the quality of generated images.
Our DF-GAN is able to disentangle and fuse clean faces and occlusions to realize the completion with unpaired data. Although [32, 33] present their methods to recover clean faces from MeshFaces, they need to know the position of occlusions for training. Moreover, the paried clean faces are required for the recently proposed face completion methods [32, 33, 14, 30] . Thus, our method does not compare with them. Since CycleGAN achieves the transformations between two domains with unpaired data, we take it as a baseline in our experiment, where CycleGAN acts on the domain X and domain Y . Furthermore, face verifications using MeshFaces (Corrupted) and clean faces (Clean) directly are taken as a lower and a upper bound, respectively. All the face images are normalized using the positions of two eyes, and then resized to 148x148. Horizontal mirroring with 0.5 probability and random crops into 128x128 are used for data augmentation. In our experiments, all networks are trained using ADAM solver [13] with batch size 16. An initial learning rate is set to 0.0001 for the first 50 epochs and linearly decays over the next 50 epochs. The trade-off parameter λ is assigned to 10.
Our disentangling network G and fusing network F take the encoder-decoder architecture. The encoders and decoders for domain X, domain Y and domain Z consist of 5 residual blocks, 5 residual blocks and 1 residual block, respectively. We use fully convolution layers without any fully connected layers in our networks. Specifically, the size of the disentangled latent representation for MeshFace is 256x32x32, including 255x32x32 feature representation for the clean face and 1x32x32 feature representation for the occlusion. All experiments are conducted with PyTorch framework on a single GTX Titan X GPU.
Evaluation of Verification Results
The goal of DF-GAN is not only to generate clean faces, but also to preserve the identity information and improve the verification performance. In order to test to what extent the face identity can be preserved, our approach is evaluated on four datasets, i.e., AR, MultiPIE, Color FERET and LFW datasets. We firstly extract deep features with Light-CNN [26] and then compare the TPR@FPR with a consinedistance metric. The recovered faces from MeshFaces by different methods are employed on face verification task according to the aforementioned testing protocol. Moreover, the verification performances using MeshFaces are taken as a fair comparison.
As shown in Table 1 , directly using MeshFaces for verification, the preformance on all database declines sharply, which proves the fact that MeshFaces damage the face verification system greatly. Obviously, when MeshFaces are processed by face completion models, the performance of face verification is significantly improved. The underlying reason may be that face completion models push the distribution of recovered faces towards the real distribution of clean faces.
Experiments on AR, MultiPIE and Color FERET datasets are under highly controlled condition, so the results on these three datasets outperform that on LFW dataset. From Table 1 , it is obvious that using the recovered faces instead of MeshFaces for verification enormously enhances the performance. Especially on MultiPIE dataset, the performance of CycleGAN has improvement about 40% at TPR@FPR=1%, 100% at TPR@FPR=0.1% and 300% at TPR@FPR=0.01% comparing with the method using occluded faces directly. Our proposed DF-GAN achieves state-of-the-art results on all datasets, almost improving 60% at TPR@FPR=1%, doubling at TPR@FPR=0.1% and even five times at TPR@FPR=0.01% on MultiPIE dataset. Comparing DF-GAN with CycleGAN, DF-GAN surpasses about 6% at TPR@FPR=1%, 11% at TPR@FPR=0.1% and 20% at TPR@FPR=0.01% on AR dataset. This can be attributed to that DF-GAN explicitly models the distribution of structured occlusions that is helpful to face completion, while CycleGAN just utilizes the information of two domains. Moreover, it is worth noting that the performance on clean faces is an upper boundary of our model. Although our model is trained with unpaired data, the gap between DF-GAN and Clean at TPR@FPR=1% is very small (about 4% on AR dataset, 6% on MultiPIE dataset and even reaches the upper limit on Color FERET dataset), which confirms the effectiveness of the proposed DF-GAN.
With the exception of experiments under controlled conditions, we also conduct an experiment on LFW dataset in the wild to test the generalization ability of the proposed DF-GAN. Specifically, the CelebA dataset is taken as training set and the LFW dataset is taken as testing set since images on both datasets are taken under unconstrained condition. Table 1 shows that even though the performance on LFW dataset is a little lower than that on AR and Color FERET dataset, DF-GAN achieves about 20% improvement at TPR@FPR=1%, 60% improvement at both TPR@FPR=0.1% and TPR@FPR=0.01%. Besides, the gap between DF-GAN and the upper boundary is small, which demonstrates that our method achieves considerable progress in the face completion problem. Finally, we also plot the ROC curve for all datasets in Figure 2 to validate the effectiveness of the proposed DF-GAN.
MeshFace Completion and Ablation study
In this section, extensive quantitative and visual evaluations of the completion results are conducted on AR, Multi-PIE, Color FERET and LFW datasets. For MeshFace completion, the visual results and quantitative evaluations of DF-GAN and the compared methods are reported. Then, we do ablation studies to investigate the capability of occlusion modeling of our proposed DF-GAN.
MeshFace Completion
MeshFace completion can be seen as an image transformation problem with identity maintained. Based on the CycleGAN [34] that is only able to handle the transformations between two domains, DF-GAN is capable of separating and reconstructing the clean face and the occlusion by adversarial training on three domains. According to Figure 3 , most of the occluded areas in MeshFaces are recovered after being processed by face completion model. In comparison, DF-GAN generates cleaner faces than Cycle-GAN on all databases. To evaluate the robustness of our approach, our databases contain different expressions (on the AR and MultiPIE datasets) and illumination conditions (on the Color FERET dataset). It is obvious that DF-GAN is invariant to expressions and illumination variations. In addition, experiment on LFW dataset is employed to evaluate the generalization capability of our model in the wild. Although the LFW dataset contains lots of low-resolution and large-pose variance images, DF-GAN can still recover the occluded areas completely.
Furthermore, the metrics PSNR and SSIM [25] are used to quantitatively evaluate the recovered faces quality, where higher values of PSNR and SSIM indicate better results. As shown in Table 2 , the quantitative results are in consistent with our visual perception.
Ablation Study
To investigate the effectiveness of occlusion modeling of our proposed DF-GAN, we evaluate our method on two tasks: mesh separation and generation. Mesh separation in MeshFaces: The disentangling network is able to separate mesh from a MeshFace. It is worth noting that the mesh can be an arbitrary random pattern that has never occurred in the training set. Figure 4 shows some visual results of DF-GAN. It can be observed that DF-GAN is able to separate photorealistic random patterns. This experiment demonstrates that DF-GAN has learned the distribution of the random patterns instead of just remembering those random patterns in training set. Mesh generation by vector arithmetic of meshes: [18] has demonstrated that simple arithmetic operations reveal rich linear structure in representation space. We investigate whether similar structure emerges in mesh representation. Taking two meshes z 1 , z 2 , we extract features F Enc−Z (z 1 ), F Enc−Z (z 2 ) from F Enc−Z . The interpolation between F Enc−Z (z 1 ) and F Enc−Z (z 2 ) is capable of generating different representations, which are concatenated with a representation of clean face and fed into F Dec−X to synthesize the MeshFace. As shown in Figure 5 , the superimposed image is sythesized by adding two representations of mesh images. Interestingly, when the feature vector of a mesh subtracts the other one, the cross regions of the two meshes are not occluded. Moreover, the numerical scaling of the feature representation controls the transparency of mesh. This indicates that structured occlusions have been effectively modeled by DF-GAN.
2 2 Figure 5 . Visual inspection of MeshFace generation by vector arithmetic. It is worth noting that mesh images denote the corresponding feature representations.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have developed a simultaneously disentangling and fusing Generative Adversarial Network for the face completion under structured occlusions. The transformations between the three domains are learned by the disentangling and fusing networks with an encoder-decoder structure, which allows simulating structure occlusions by modifying the latent representations. The proposed DF-GAN explicitly learns the distribution of occlusions, which is beneficial for face completion. Particularly, the paired face images are not required for training. Experimental results on four Meshface databases show that our model not only generates plausible visual completion results, but also improves the face verification performance. While the ap-
